
IO Retreat

You’re Invited! 

To participate in the launch of a new form of organisation; 
an Imaginal Organisation that is governed by a culture 
of partnership, friendship and trust. During our first IO 
Retreat we will be immersing ourselves in five days of 
deep collaboration. We will be mapping out our 
collective ventures, skills and networks; and ultimately 
prototyping startup solutions that cover a diverse 
range of industries and social challenges. This is an 
opportunity for all of us to experiment with new ways of 
doing collaboration as well as building a worldwide 
network of conscious and impact driven entrepreneurs. 

This video will give you a taste of the values and 
principles that underpin the IO Concept. Please also read 
the rest of this document. It covers the logistical details of 
the retreat as well as the long term vision of the IO 
movement. 

The Official Dates for the retreat will be;  
Wed 8th - Tue 14th June 2016 

(There is also an option to extend your stay for one or two days 
of decompression at the beautiful Vlachia property). 

Please email me if you have any questions; 
anton@exponentials.co.uk

https://youtu.be/0ZuhcnmKpZU
mailto:anton@exponentials.co.uk
https://youtu.be/0ZuhcnmKpZU
mailto:anton@exponentials.co.uk


The Logistics

Everything you need to know… 
The Candili Estate has a capacity of 40 guests. All attendees will be asked to pay for their own 
flights and chip in between €300-€450 to cover the costs of facilitators, food, bus rental and 
accommodation. 

The price range explained; €300 is the minimum cost per person. However, if you can offer a 
little bit more we can offer a discount to local Greek entrepreneurs and make sure there is real 
diversity during the retreat. If you would prefer to pay in instalments (e.g. €150 to book your place 
and €150 after or just before the retreat) just send me an email and we can figure something out.

The best date to book flights to Athens, Greece is;

Please try to arrive around lunchtime or earlier on Wed 8th June. When you land please make 
your way to HUB Athens. We will be providing a mini van pickup service from there in the 
afternoon to drive you all up to Candili. The drive takes 2 hours. If you wish you can also rent a car 
from the airport and drive up yourselves. Just let me know so that I can give you the directions and 
address.

On the way back there are two options…

1) You can fly back in the afternoon of Tue 14th June. A mini van service will also be provided to 
the airport from Candili like before.

2) There is also an option to stay one or two more days in a beautiful place called Vlachia for a 
decompression. Here are some photos of the venue... 
It would be €10 / day / person for campers or €20 / day / person for the caravans. Then 
another €10 / day for food. In Vlachia the capacity is 20 people so please email me to 
confirm whether you want to stay for the decompression or not. If you do, it would be best to 
book your return flights for the afternoon of the 15th or 16th June.

Next Actions;

• To confirm your place please complete this Typeform if you haven’t already done so. I will 
transform all your answers into a visual collaborative map that we can use as a reference during 
the retreat.

• Then please book your flights and transfer between €300-€450 to this bank account…

Anton Chernikov, HSBC Bank account: 
Sort Code: 402612 
Account Number : 11740121 
IBAN : GB46MIDL40261211740121 
BIC/SWIFT : MIDLGB2111G

• Please feel free to forward / share this invitation document and the IO Website with your 
friends and colleagues. This movement and community is designed to spread through word of 
mouth.

http://athens.impacthub.net/en/
https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/0BxgCtoAh2rKvLW5sRldvZzIxSjA
mailto:anton@exponentials.co.uk?subject=
https://exponentials.typeform.com/to/qSqjsK
http://www.iocollective.xyz


The Retreat Agenda & Intended Outcomes 

When it comes to building any new movement or community it’s important to start small, 
establish strong partnerships and rituals between founding members and then scale out 
without diluting the core values and culture. For this reason we are going to start by 
hosting the first IO Retreat in early June 2015 (8th-14th), which will be a fun 5 day 
immersive hackathon. 

Our intention is to keep the agenda very simple and leave plenty of room for collaborations 
to emerge organically. For this reason we have designed in plenty of space and time for 
participants to connect, share stories, and self-organise around a variety of existing and 
new IO projects. 

The general flow of the retreat will be as follows; the mornings and afternoons will involve 
intensive brainstorming, collaboration and getting things done; and the evenings will be 
about relaxing, reflecting and enjoying great food and music around the fire and under the 
stars. The core outcome of the retreat is to build the momentum needed to 
successfully launch the IO Collective and establish the relationships and culture 
that we need to grow successfully. During and after the retreat we will be creating 
videos, updating the website and launching a thunderclap campaign that will seek to draw 
more talented people into our community of stakeholders (i.e. wider networks). A key part 
of the campaign launch will be showcasing all our best projects and ventures so that we 
can all benefit from the exposure. 

Right so let’s get down to the agenda  
(which will naturally adapt and evolve over the course of the next few months).  

Wed 8th June - Arrival & Dinner 
There will be a relaxed welcome dinner around 8pm to greet everyone on arrival. 

Thu 9th June - Day 1 : Establishing Our Intentions & Deepening Connections 
The first day will be about breaking the ice and sparking connections between all the 
participants. We will be introducing the core principles, projects and intentions of the IO 
Collective as well as taking a tour around the Candili Estate and the Faracla property, 
which we hope to transform into a dream entrepreneurial and creative space. Throughout 
the day we will be facilitating a variety of workshops to get us all to open up and embrace 
the IO spirit of conscious collaboration. The evening will involve a themed dinner.  

(photos of the Faracla property) 



Fri 10th - Sun 12th June - Days 2-4 : Self-Organisation & Collective Action 
The next three days are going to be left open. There will be a check-in circle every 
morning after breakfast, where we can all suggest activities and intentions for the day. 
There will also be a reflection circle at the end of the day before dinner. 
We want to allow for both work and play during this time. There are plenty of activities 
around Candili such as hiking, surfing and more within a short drive. There will be set 
times for breakfast, lunch and dinner; however, everyone will be free to decide on their 
own schedule. 
  
Mon 13th June - Day 5 : Open Stage, Future Commitments, Launch & Celebration 
The final day of the retreat is all about showcasing what has been accomplished over the 
last four days. We will have an Open Stage where we can all present the IO projects that 
we would like to take forward beyond the retreat. This is also an opportunity to reflect on 
the retreat and the experience and make future commitments. We will finish with a 
celebratory dinner and potentially launch a thunderclap campaign to grow our movement / 
network. Our intention is to continue to run annual IO Retreats at Candili each year 
building on the success and momentum of the last. 

Tue 14th June - Drive & Fly Back or Join the Decompression at Vlachia 
One thing we would like to offer to all IO Retreat participant is 1-2 days of decompression 
at Vlachia. There's no internet there (which is a good thing), just amazing nature - 
including the most amazing mountains and top class beaches. Plus a great taverna 
(restaurant) with the most spectacular views you've ever seen. Here are some images of 
Vlachia. 

They can accommodate 15 - 20, provided we can find enough tents between us! If you 
would like to participate in the decompression please email me at 
anton@exponentials.co.uk and make sure to book your flight a day or two later. 
 

(photos of the Vlachia property) 

https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/0BxgCtoAh2rKvLW5sRldvZzIxSjA
mailto:anton@exponentials.co.uk


The Place

The beautiful Candili Estate in the Region of Euboea… 

Vlachia - Our Decompression Venue…



Purpose

The long term goal of the IO Collective is to contribute towards 
building a more conscious and collaborative world.  

Our generation faces unprecedented economic, social and environmental challenges. The 
only way forward is to continuously re-invent how we do things. Ultimately, we all need to 
become better at doing collaboration, not just talking about it. 

The IO Collective is an entrepreneurial experiment designed to re-imagine how we live 
and work together in an increasingly complex, interconnected and ever-changing 
world. 

Together we will undertake a variety of startup ventures through which we will 
demonstrate how to build successful self-organising non-hierarchical collaborative teams, 
communities and organisations. 

As a collective, we will research, curate and test out a variety of group processes, 
organisational structures, communication tools and event formats. We will also undertake 
ambitious collaborative projects and adventures together. And finally, we will document our 
journey and open source our learning. Let’s show the world that an imaginal, 
conscious and collaborative future is not only possible, but is already happening 
one new venture and community at a time. 

This is our moment… 

Governments and organisations across the world are 
beginning to wake up to the fact that business, society 
and environment are interconnected and that many of the 
systems and institutions that we have today are no longer 
fit for purpose. We are also beginning to see the 
transformational potential of exponential technologies that 
enable us to spread ideas, prototype solutions and inspire 
action like never before.   

In a sentence, a new collaborative, pro-social economy is 
emerging, and if we are going to thrive in this new 
economy we all need become better at doing 
collaboration, not just talking about it. It’s time for more 
dynamic and collaborative organisational models to 
emerge… 



 

 

Branding 

Why are we using the name IO Collective? 

The perfect metaphor which represents the change we wish to create in the world is the 
metamorphosis of a caterpillar into a butterfly. Biologists have studied this phenomenon 
and identified that this transformation is driven by a network of emergent self-organising 
‘imaginal’ cells. Initially, each of the imaginal cells operates as a single-cell organism – 
entirely independent of one another. However, at the point of metamorphosis these 
imaginal cells begin to activate. This results in an immune response of the caterpillar which 
begins to identify the imaginal cells as threats and attack them. Regardless, the imaginal 
cells fight back; they multiply, and they connect with one another, forming clusters. They 
start to resonate with the same frequencies and communicate in the same language, 
passing information backwards and forwards until there is a tipping point – when they stop 
acting as individual, separate cells and instead, transform into a multiple-celled organism, 
which we call a butterfly. There seems to be some kind of hidden wisdom or hidden 
code that guides the imaginal cells throughout this remarkable transformation.  

Now let’s apply this metaphor to our current economic systems and institutions. What if 
we could explore and communicate this hidden wisdom that is required for us to shift 
from a culture of consumption and control towards a much more conscious, collaborative 
and compassionate future? This is what the IO brand is all about. It stands for ‘Imaginal 
Organisation’, and represents this deeper wisdom that will guide us towards a new 
paradigm of business and society. 

IO Concept



 

Philosophy

We lead through action.
At the heart of the IO Collective are the projects and ventures that our members are 
building and collaborating on together. We will be sharing those projects later in this 
document. 

An IO takes the concept of an organisation back to it’s fundamental roots; a tool for 
enabling groups of people to work together to achieve outcomes and create value that 
would not be possible individually. With the IO Concept we are effectively shifting from a 
hierarchical employment model to a self-organising partnership model. 
 

  

'If you want to go fast, go alone. If you want 
to go far, go together.’ - African Proverb



When every individual within an organisation has their own ship, there is no reason to 
fight over the steering wheel. We all choose to sail together, sharing the risks and 
rewards as fairly as possible. 

Diving Deeper…

An IO makes it possible for networks to operate like organisations. It is best understood 
as a framework for building a culture of shared purpose, friendship and trust, which makes 
it possible for people to work together effectively without the need for contracts and 
salaries. 

An IO seeks to create a unique kind of self-organising, high trust, collaborative 
working culture that all of us would love to work in. It seeks to bring out the best in 
everyone. We invest in each other. We grow together. And best of all within the IO 
there is no hierarchy or controlling behaviour. Everyone is their own boss. We all 
have a portfolio of exciting ventures and projects we are working on at any one time. And 
of course we are all responsible for generating our own income.

In many ways an IO seeks to transcend modern day capitalism and it's organisational 
structures. It is effectively a non-organisation, which is held together entirely through social 
capital. There is no controlling legal entity. An IO doesn’t have a bank account, it doesn’t 
hold any assets and it doesn’t pay any salaries. All organisational functions are 
distributed across a variety of businesses and NGOs that are either individually or 
collectively owned by the IO members. 
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Diagram Explained;

An IO is formed when a group of founding members come together to create an imaginal 
core of shared values and intentions. The founding members define the vision and 
purpose of the IO and assemble the first layer of the collaborative shell. The shell acts as a 
metaphor for the social commitment that members are making to actively collaborate and 
share networks, skills and expertise. 

As the IO grows in size and complexity, greater levels of conscious leadership and 
collaborative intelligence are required to maintain the right culture. It is the responsibility of 
the founding members to establish this culture through regular communications, 
retreats and events. These founders are guardians of the network. They must lead by 
example by actively supporting other members and participating in new collaborations and 
ventures that emerge out of the IO. 

It is important to mention that co-ownership and revenue sharing across all the ventures 
and projects is not necessary (although there are many benefits to adopting legally binding 
co-ownership governance models). In most cases the collaborative shell will contain 
businesses that are owned independently by members. However, as trust is built within the 
network it is likely that joint ventures and/or joint projects will emerge, but this should not 
be forced.

At the end of the day, the IO Concept is just a framework that enables genuine, lasting and 
active collaboration to take place between a diverse range of entrepreneurs and small 
business owners who want to follow their own path and yet crave the advantages of 
having a larger organisation and network behind them. 

An IO seeks to establish trust through rituals of communication and collaboration, without 
creating any hierarchy or dependencies within the tribe. The core values of friendship, 
transparency and shared purpose encourage the members of IO to invest in each other 
and grow together from both a personal and business perspective.

For this reason an essential ingredient that makes an IO Collective thrive is transparency 
and a commitment towards fairness and creative commons. Key information about 
deals, payments and joint venture partnerships should be shared openly with members of 
the IO. There also needs to be a high level of consciousness and self-awareness so that 
tensions and disputes can be addressed before they become toxic. The human, 
relational and emotional side of how we work together and participate in 
collaborative environments is at the heart of what makes an IO succeed or fail.

Ultimately, some of the ventures and projects within the IO’s collaborative shell will be cash 
cows (profitable and revenue generating) or at least potential cash cows, while others may 
be impact focussed without the need to generate any short term income. There may be 
times when some members of an IO will have cashflow challenges, whilst others members 
experience exponential growth and investment. This is where the diversity of projects and 
ventures offers an advantage. Members can balance short term revenue generating 
projects with long term dream ventures and still maintain the income they need.

For example, a flash freelance team can be assembled to take on a paid client project.  A 
percentage of the project fee goes to the partner(s) who closed the deal (20%). Then 
everyone who takes part in the delivery of the project quotes a day rate or a fixed price for 



their role in the delivery. Once the project has been completed, any surplus profit can then 
be shared fairly across partners. This team then disbands and can reassemble at any 
point, in a similar way to how the movie / film industry works. Once a few successful client 
project have been delivered the partners will naturally consider building something longer 
term, sharing both the financial risks and rewards.

The importance of getting the culture right…

This brings me to one of most crucial elements of the IO; the culture. Just like any 
organisation, an IO needs to attract talented and well connected people who have 
complimentary skillsets and alignment in both values and purpose. If there are too many 
tensions and personality clashes between members a culture of genuine trust, friendship 
and collaboration will be difficult to form.

For this reason, when inviting someone new into an IO Collective, there needs to 
unanimous consensus between most if not all existing members. If it’s not a hell yes 
from everyone, then it’s got to be a no. In the early days of any organisation the culture 
can be very fragile and needs time to develop and mature in the right ways. 

The key point to make here is that we don’t need to over complicate things. We should 
intentionally keep things informal and dynamic. What we are suggesting is already how 
most entrepreneurs and startups work. We should trust that IO members will naturally 
assemble and experiment with different ways to work together. If it feels right and the initial 
collaborations work out, then deeper partnerships and synergies will naturally develop.

However, it is also important to be proactive. Members should be constantly seeking out 
ways to support each other. For an IO culture to develop there should be an deep 
understanding that we must share in each other’s successes and failures. 

Ultimately, an IO’s success depends on the quality of relationships that exist within 
the collective / network / organisation. This is why we have decided to launch the IO 
Collective by organising an immersive retreat for it’s founding catalyst members. It will be a 
opportunity for all of us to connect and establish a common culture that will change the 
world for the better.

7 Core Values

The IO Concept is something that we have been prototyping with The Exponentials over 
the last three years since the business was founded. We are not starting from a blank 
page, but building on our experiences and learnings over this time. As you shall see in the 
projects section we are successfully prototyping many startup projects that address a 
diverse range of industries and social challenges. Underpinning these ventures are the 
following core values, which we shall of course adapt as the IO culture and membership 
develops. 

Radical Openness.
Trust is broken when information is concealed from the group. Where possible, information 
should be made transparent and accessible, especially when it comes to any financial and 
strategic matters. We all take the time to be aware and understand each other’s ventures 
and projects. Then we proactively seek out ways to add value.
Conscious Communication.



We must all be aware of how our emotions and our egos distort our view of reality and 
influence our actions. We must strive to be mindful and demonstrate humility as much as 
possible. We must not shy away from difficult and deep conversations. It is through these 
deep conversations that lasting friendships and partnerships are built. It is also important 
to use the right digital tools to enable virtual collaborations and crowdsourcing to flourish.

Friendship First.
What binds us together is not capital and contracts, but trust and friendship. We must 
always prioritise relationships over transactions. 

Holistic Living.
As a collective we blur the boundaries between work and life, and seek to share in each 
other’s adventures and projects. We look at our lives holistically and seek to support each 
other during the tough moments. How we think about lifestyle design is a big part of how 
we all grow and work together.

Personal Growth.
The IO culture requires high levels of empathy and consciousness. We must all continue 
to develop our emotional and collaborative intelligence so that we can better serve each 
other and ourselves.

Abundance Mindset.
One of the biggest obstacles to genuine collaboration is scarcity driven competition. We 
protect our value and knowledge so that we can win a bigger piece of the pie. An IO 
operates differently. There is a give first abundance driven culture, where we all share in 
each other’s successes and failures.

Accelerated Learning.
The bond that keeps an IO together is the ability of the members to share learning and 
engage in meaningful collaboration. For this reason it is so important that we share skills, 
processes, case studies and strive to optimise and improve how we do things. We can 
experience the benefits of a large organisation while maintaining the freedoms of a startup.

Let’s imagine an organisation of partners where 
no one has authority over another partner. You 
cannot command or order someone to do 
something. You have to clearly communicate how 
you believe your idea or approach will generate 
value and win over the support of fellow partners. 
Hierarchy is replaced by true leadership and a 
startup culture of accelerated learning naturally 
emerges…

- the underlying mindset of an IO.



10 Organising Principles - Another attempt to capture the essence of an IO…

1) No legal structures. An IO doesn’t have a bank account, it doesn’t hold any assets and it 
doesn’t pay any salaries. All organisational functions are distributed across a variety of businesses 
and NGOs that are either individually or collectively owned by the IO members. It’s an organisation 
held together purely by social capital. 

2) Creative Commons by Default. Everything we talk about and share is creative commons, 
unless a member specifically asks otherwise. The free flowing exchange of ideas and intellectual 
property is the lifeblood of an IO. We don’t want the fear of having your ideas stolen or being sued 
to get in the way of that flow and collaborative spirit.

3) Trust Grows Out Of Transparency. For effective self-management and self-organising to take 
place, everyone needs to have access to the same data. We can use Google Drive and other 
digital tools to make this happen and clearly communicate to members. Ultimately in all 
collaborative startup situations there will be ambiguity and uncertainty. So it comes down to 
integrity and fairness, regardless of whether you have a stronger negotiating position or not.

4) Everyone Has Their Own Ship. There are no bosses or employees, only partners (self-
employed freelancers or small business owners). When we all have our own ship there is not 
reason to fight over the steering wheel. We just sail together, sharing the risks and the rewards 
along the way.

5) Lead By Doing. We are all busy people with lots of projects on the go. In an IO the best way to 
lead is to just start doing what you feel is right and then share your progress and impact with other 
IO members asking for feedback. Small collaborations or partnerships will then naturally emerge.

6) Consciousness Is Critical. In order for an IO to flourish there needs to be a critical mass of 
self-aware and conscious members who know how to empathise, listen and communicate. This is 
probably the most essential character trait to look out for when accepting new members. We want 
diversity, but not at the expense of disrupting the culture of friendship and trust that is so 
fundamental to the success of an IO.

7) Accelerated Learning. One of the biggest assets of an IO is the environment it creates for 
personal growth, crowdsourcing and collaboration. Members share skills, expertise and resources 
openly, which could also lead to collaborations. This constant desire to optimise, grow and 
experience life to the full very quickly becomes contagious.

8) The Power of Place. Communities can become very disconnected without some anchors such 
as rituals, places and projects. In the early days everything can seem too abstract. For this reason 
we are choosing to start with a physical retreat in Greece, with the intention of building dream 
spaces nearby that we can use as a platform / second home for both work and play.

9) Evolutionary Purpose. You start with one or a few people who define the vision and direction 
and then eventually those founding catalysts have to let it go and embrace the self-organising 
nature of the IO. Ultimately, the purpose of any community will evolve over time.

10) Communications Strategy. There are so many tools and channels out there; slack, Gmail, 
Mailchimp, facebook, whatsapp, loomio, hylo, Thunderclap, etc. We need to make sure we choose 
the best combination and develop a clear online communications strategy.

Please also watch this video… https://youtu.be/0ZuhcnmKpZU  and browse the website 
www.iocollective.xyz. I just want to emphasise that none of this is fixed in stone. We want to learn 
and adapt to the feedback of everyone involved. So if you disagree with anything written in this 
document please share your thoughts and reasons with us. Thank you!

https://youtu.be/0ZuhcnmKpZU
http://www.iocollective.xyz


IO Projects 

Abraham Lincoln famously said that ‘the best way to predict 
your future is to create it’. 
We will never solve today’s problems with the same thinking that created them. We need 
to be bold with our thinking. What would happen if we rebuild society from the ground up 
with IO values? What would happen if we unleash a wave of exponential organisations 
that are driven by purpose and consciousness rather than profit and ego? What would 
happen if we stopped trying to squash everyone into increasingly congested cities in the 
name of progress and unleashed a wave of entrepreneurial migration into the countryside? 
What if we could make learning fun, relevant and social for students of all ages so that 
they can be better prepared for the imaginal economy?

Below are some practical examples of IO’s that we will and have been developing using 
the IO Concept. These are the types of projects and ventures that the IO Collective is 
designed to accelerate and catalyse;

Euboea IO

Euboea IO is a vision to transform the region of Euboea in Greece into one of the Europe’s 
most culturally diverse and entrepreneurial destinations. Our goal is to revitalise the Greek 
economy and accelerate the conscious entrepreneurship movement by building a dream 
space for entrepreneurs, makers and artists on 800 acres of land in Euboea, Greece. 
Imagine a place that combines a festival venue, co-working space, eco-resort and small 
residential village.  We will be able to host a wide range of retreats, learning programmes 
and micro-festivals as well as provide live/work studios for some of Europe’s leading 
entrepreneurs and startups. Through this development we can provide a space for impact 
driven entrepreneurs to prototype new solutions to food, water, energy, education, health, 
transport, tourism, housing, smart cities and more. See www.euboea.io 

http://www.euboea.io


StartupAid

StartupAid is an entrepreneurial response to Europe’s refugee crisis. StartupAid acts as 
the bridge between frontline volunteers, humanitarian organisations and the startup 
community. StartupAid not only builds digital tools to solve logistical challenges on the 
frontline, but they also connect the best humanitarian startups to the talent and capital that 
they need to scale. StartupAid are effectively building the ecosystem that is needed to 
establish a lean startup culture within the world of humanitarian aid. See 
www.startupaid.io 

Brainiac Club

Brainiac is a community of educationalist, techies, comedians, entrepreneurs, parents and 
PHDs who are on a mission to make learning for teens fun, relevant and social. They use 
online video as our primary teaching tool, but we don’t stop there. Every brainiac is 
matched to a team of buddies who work on challenges and projects together. We 
encourage our students to take ownership over their own learning and bring their friends 
and parents along for the ride. Think of Brainiac as a TED for teens, where they connect 
young brainiacs with the best brains from across the world. 

What makes Brainiac unique is that the community of Brains come together to co-create 
engaging content and challenges for our Brainiac students. Every time they meet for a 
brainathon there is so much diversity and energy in the room. They come from many 
different cultures, industries and generations, sharing  a deep passion for learning and are 
extremely frustrated by the current exam obsessed schooling system. With Brainiac we 
have the opportunity to scale our collective impact by inspiring millions of young students 
from across the world. See www.brainiac.club  

Another educational venture to emerge is PiCopter, which is a DIY Drone that you build 
yourself which teaches you the fundamentals of engineering. Multiple IO synergies have 
emerged between PiCopter and the Brainiac community. See www.picopter.org

BRAINIAC
CLUB

http://www.startupaid.io
http://www.brainiac.club
http://www.picopter.org


 
Landstory IO

Landstory is a millennial-led network dedicated to accelerating a more holistic and 
conscious approach to real-estate development and tackling the UK housing crisis. 
Landstory are planning on running a 12-month accelerator programme and action learning 
research project designed to inspire and incubate practical solutions in three pioneering 
market towns within the Wessex region. Their long-term purpose is to establish the 
entrepreneurial ecosystem required to facilitate a nationwide culture change in how we 
build homes and communities in the 21st century.  See www.landstory.io

The Exponentials

The Exponentials is a self-organising impact driven startup accelerator and design studio 
dedicated to building as many conscious businesses as possible. We are effectively a 
community of friends who build businesses together. In fact, the IO framework is based on 
the experience of running The Exponentials over a period of 3 years. See 
www.exponentials.co.uk  

The IO Collective

There are of course many more ventures and projects that can be added to this list and 
incredible entrepreneurs who have been involved in the development of the IO concept 
over the past 6 months. Our intention is to curate as many high quality projects and 
ventures as possible and seek to spark collaborations and partnerships between them. To 
achieve this we need to grow an expansive network of talented people who share the IO 
values and purpose. If you want to join the IO Collective and experiment with us, sign up 
here and visit www.iocollective.xyz. Please also feel free to spread the word to your 
friends and colleges.

IOCol lect ive

http://www.landstory.io
http://www.exponentials.co.uk
https://exponentials.typeform.com/to/qSqjsK
http://www.iocollective.xyz


People / Wider IO Network 

All organisations depend on the quality of people it is able to attract. We believe that the 
flexibility, purpose and non-hierarchical / self-organising nature of the IO Collective will 
attract a diverse range of creative and entrepreneurial people who will develop collective 
ideas, projects and ventures that will have the potential to make a massive impact on our 
world. Here is the current list of IO Collective members, many of whom have 
expressed interest in attending our first retreat this June…

Anton Chernikov
Linkedin

Marcus Letts
Linkedin

Phoebe Tickell
Linkedin

Florian Rutsch
Linkedin

Nasos Papadopoulos
Linkedin

Steffen Stäuber
Linkedin

Margherita Pagani
Linkedin

Laura Reeves
Linkedin

Marten Wetterberg
Linkedin

Melissa Andrada
Linkedin

‘The	  organisa-on	  of	  the	  future	  will	  
be	  an	  embodiment	  of	  community	  
based	  on	  shared	  purpose	  calling	  on	  
the	  higher	  aspira-ons	  of	  people.’	    
 
–	  Dee	  Hock,	  founder	  of	  VISA	  

https://de.linkedin.com/in/steffenstaeuber/en
https://www.linkedin.com/in/antonchernikov
https://uk.linkedin.com/in/nasoskpapadopoulos
https://uk.linkedin.com/in/marten-wetterberg-b6a14464
https://uk.linkedin.com/in/florianrutsch
https://uk.linkedin.com/in/phoebetickell
https://cl.linkedin.com/in/magheritapagani/en
https://uk.linkedin.com/in/marten-wetterberg-b6a14464
https://uk.linkedin.com/in/phoebetickell
https://uk.linkedin.com/in/nasoskpapadopoulos
https://uk.linkedin.com/in/florianrutsch
https://uk.linkedin.com/in/melissaandrada
https://uk.linkedin.com/in/marcus-letts-5949b4111
https://www.linkedin.com/in/antonchernikov
https://cl.linkedin.com/in/magheritapagani/en
https://de.linkedin.com/in/steffenstaeuber/en
https://uk.linkedin.com/in/marcus-letts-5949b4111
https://uk.linkedin.com/in/laura-reeves-875a0859
https://uk.linkedin.com/in/melissaandrada
https://uk.linkedin.com/in/laura-reeves-875a0859


Simon Drury Brown
Linkedin

Marko Šeper
Linkedin

Ioanna Theodorou
Linkedin

Iman Fadaei
Linkedin

Pamela Pascual
Linkedin

Kyle Reeves
Facebook

Giles Hutchins
Linkedin

Christian Vatter
Linkedin

Tia Kansara
Linkedin

Daniel Ludevig
Linkedin

Jonathan Gordon-Farleigh
Facebook

Paula Schwarz
Linkedin

Zoi Kantounatou
Linkedin

Sasha Serafimovski
Linkedin

Juan Guerra
Linkedin

Darren Robson
Linkedin

Greta Rossi
Linkedin

Christian Busch
Linkedin

Simon Hampel
Linkedin

Guy Riese
Linkedin

Tom Latchford
Linkedin

Stan Karpenko
Linkedin

https://uk.linkedin.com/in/tia-kansara-1103079
https://uk.linkedin.com/in/juanmiguelguerra
https://uk.linkedin.com/in/darren-robson-5416678
https://uk.linkedin.com/in/tomlatchford
https://uk.linkedin.com/in/giles-hutchins-015a7b
https://hr.linkedin.com/in/markoseper
https://uk.linkedin.com/in/ioannatheodorou
https://uk.linkedin.com/in/imanfadaei
https://www.facebook.com/jonny.gordonfarleigh?fref=ts
https://de.linkedin.com/in/paulaschwarz/en
https://uk.linkedin.com/in/zoi-kantounatou-132b9455
https://uk.linkedin.com/in/zoi-kantounatou-132b9455
https://uk.linkedin.com/in/stankarpenko
https://de.linkedin.com/in/christianvatter
https://www.facebook.com/kyle.reeves.56?fref=ts
https://uk.linkedin.com/in/christianwbusch
https://uk.linkedin.com/in/simon-drury-brown-95116a83
https://uk.linkedin.com/in/stankarpenko
https://de.linkedin.com/in/danielludevig
https://uk.linkedin.com/in/sashaserafimovski
https://de.linkedin.com/in/paulaschwarz/en
https://uk.linkedin.com/in/juanmiguelguerra
https://uk.linkedin.com/in/giles-hutchins-015a7b
https://de.linkedin.com/in/danielludevig
https://uk.linkedin.com/in/christianwbusch
https://uk.linkedin.com/in/tomlatchford
https://www.facebook.com/jonny.gordonfarleigh?fref=ts
https://hr.linkedin.com/in/markoseper
https://uk.linkedin.com/in/guyriese
https://www.linkedin.com/in/pamela-pascual-4145a640
https://uk.linkedin.com/in/gretarossi/en
https://de.linkedin.com/in/christianvatter
https://uk.linkedin.com/in/tia-kansara-1103079
https://uk.linkedin.com/in/ioannatheodorou
https://uk.linkedin.com/in/imanfadaei
https://uk.linkedin.com/in/darren-robson-5416678
https://uk.linkedin.com/in/simon-drury-brown-95116a83
https://uk.linkedin.com/in/guyriese
https://uk.linkedin.com/in/gretarossi/en
https://www.linkedin.com/in/pamela-pascual-4145a640
https://uk.linkedin.com/in/simonhampel
https://www.facebook.com/kyle.reeves.56?fref=ts
https://uk.linkedin.com/in/sashaserafimovski
https://uk.linkedin.com/in/simonhampel


William Conner
Linkedin

Todd Porter
Linkedin

Ruben Kostucki
Linkedin

Gino Dante Borges
Linkedin

Aubrey Vora
Facebook

Jay Standish
Linkedin

Yancy Wright
Linkedin

Ben Provan
Linkedin

Nadia Mufti
Linkedin

Daniel Goldman
Linkedin

Satya Kamdar
Linkedin

Rowan Gillies
Linkedin

Daniel Werg
Linkedin

Chloe Macintosh
Linkedin

Jeya Lorenz
Linkedin

Stephen King
Linkedin

Malcolm CasSelle
Linkedin

Tom Rippin
Linkedin

John Elkington
Linkedin

Michael Lipson
Linkedin

Nancy (Patierno) Giordano
Linkedin

Josh Fields
Linkedin

https://www.linkedin.com/in/ben-provan-39a0272
https://www.linkedin.com/in/gino-dante-borges-a367879b
https://www.linkedin.com/in/yancywright
https://uk.linkedin.com/in/john-elkington-2907568
https://uk.linkedin.com/in/rubenkostucki
https://www.linkedin.com/in/nancygiordano
https://www.linkedin.com/in/jay-standish-4459427
https://uk.linkedin.com/in/rowan-gillies-89909540
https://uk.linkedin.com/in/tomrippin
https://www.linkedin.com/in/satya-kamdar-287b1090
https://uk.linkedin.com/in/stephenjking
https://uk.linkedin.com/in/rowan-gillies-89909540
https://www.linkedin.com/in/gino-dante-borges-a367879b
https://www.linkedin.com/in/danielgoldman
https://de.linkedin.com/in/daniel-werg-6a8a857
https://uk.linkedin.com/in/william-conner-88bb7411
https://uk.linkedin.com/in/jeya-lorenz-7295b775
https://uk.linkedin.com/in/stephenjking
https://www.linkedin.com/in/malcolmcasselle
https://www.linkedin.com/in/danielgoldman
https://www.linkedin.com/in/antonchernikov
https://www.linkedin.com/in/malcolmcasselle
https://www.linkedin.com/in/michael-lipson-9853
https://uk.linkedin.com/in/josh-fields-29320824
https://www.facebook.com/aubreychantee?fref=ts
https://de.linkedin.com/in/daniel-werg-6a8a857
https://uk.linkedin.com/in/william-conner-88bb7411
https://uk.linkedin.com/in/jeya-lorenz-7295b775
https://www.linkedin.com/in/yancywright
https://uk.linkedin.com/in/josh-fields-29320824
https://www.facebook.com/aubreychantee?fref=ts
https://www.linkedin.com/in/satya-kamdar-287b1090
https://jp.linkedin.com/in/toddporterjapan
https://www.linkedin.com/in/nadia-mufti-3b38b741
https://www.linkedin.com/in/jay-standish-4459427
https://www.linkedin.com/in/antonchernikov
https://uk.linkedin.com/in/tomrippin
https://jp.linkedin.com/in/toddporterjapan
https://www.linkedin.com/in/nancygiordano
https://www.linkedin.com/in/ben-provan-39a0272
https://www.linkedin.com/in/michael-lipson-9853
https://uk.linkedin.com/in/rubenkostucki
https://uk.linkedin.com/in/john-elkington-2907568
https://www.linkedin.com/in/nadia-mufti-3b38b741


Maya Bahoshy
Linkedin

Max Jeffery
Linkedin

John Wenger
Linkedin

Noam Kostucki
Linkedin

Klaus Bravenboer
Linkedin

Niels Wischmann
Linkedin

Victor Vorski
Linkedin

Louisa Harris
Linkedin

Victor Balaniuc
Linkedin

Zeno Goldsmith
Facebook

Thieu Besselink
Linkedin

Vinicius Cipriano
Facebook

Rebecca Sweetman
Linkedin

Stephan Huerholz
Linkedin

Tom Williamson
Linkedin

Poppo Hofsteenge
Linkedin

Katy Marks
Linkedin

Ridhi Kantelal
Linkedin

Susan Basterfield
Linkedin

Amrita Bhohi
Linkedin

Alexandros Ivos
Linkedin

Pete Wishmore
Facebook

https://www.facebook.com/vinicius.cipriano?fref=ts
https://uk.linkedin.com/in/john-wenger-b305b26
https://www.linkedin.com/in/poppo-hofsteenge-8855236
https://uk.linkedin.com/in/mayabahoshy
https://uk.linkedin.com/in/john-wenger-b305b26
https://uk.linkedin.com/in/louisakharris
https://www.linkedin.com/in/poppo-hofsteenge-8855236
https://uk.linkedin.com/in/amrita-bhohi-63715446
https://www.facebook.com/pete.wishmore?fref=ts
https://uk.linkedin.com/in/tom-williamson-92166015
https://uk.linkedin.com/in/ridhikantelal
https://nz.linkedin.com/in/susan-basterfield-ab8104
https://uk.linkedin.com/in/louisakharris
https://uk.linkedin.com/in/tom-williamson-92166015
https://www.linkedin.com/in/noamkos
https://dk.linkedin.com/in/niels-erik-niller-wischmann-0025a02
https://uk.linkedin.com/in/beccasweetman
https://uk.linkedin.com/in/katy-marks-02210055
https://www.linkedin.com/in/noamkos
https://www.facebook.com/sanyu.sky.9?fref=ts
https://uk.linkedin.com/in/max-jeffery-59985582
https://gr.linkedin.com/in/alexandrosivos
https://www.facebook.com/sanyu.sky.9?fref=ts
https://nz.linkedin.com/in/susan-basterfield-ab8104
https://uk.linkedin.com/in/mayabahoshy
https://uk.linkedin.com/in/victorbalaniuc/en
https://uk.linkedin.com/in/ridhikantelal
https://uk.linkedin.com/in/stephanhuerholz
https://uk.linkedin.com/in/stephanhuerholz
https://nz.linkedin.com/in/cavemanklaus
https://nz.linkedin.com/in/cavemanklaus
https://uk.linkedin.com/in/victorbalaniuc/en
https://uk.linkedin.com/in/katy-marks-02210055
https://www.facebook.com/pete.wishmore?fref=ts
https://nl.linkedin.com/in/thieu
https://uk.linkedin.com/in/beccasweetman
https://dk.linkedin.com/in/niels-erik-niller-wischmann-0025a02
https://uk.linkedin.com/in/amrita-bhohi-63715446
https://gr.linkedin.com/in/alexandrosivos
https://uk.linkedin.com/in/vvorski
https://uk.linkedin.com/in/max-jeffery-59985582
https://nl.linkedin.com/in/thieu
https://uk.linkedin.com/in/vvorski
https://www.facebook.com/vinicius.cipriano?fref=ts


David Boyd
Linkedin

Darshita Gillies
Linkedin

Malek Jaber
Linkedin

Kenny Alami
Linkedin

Ollie Gardener 
Linkedin

Elizabeth Wainwright
Linkedin

David Parkes
Linkedin

Melissa Woolford
Linkedin

David Canat
Linkedin

Frédéric Kastner
Linkedin

Christopher Brundan
Linkedin

Billy Mavropoulos
Linkedin

Nelly Baz
Linkedin

Maria Eriksson
Linkedin

Luke Flegg
Linkedin

Petros Vaxevanakis
Linkedin

Effie Kyrtata
Linkedin

Edmund Colville
Linkedin

Måns Gårdfeldt
Linkedin

Astrid Baldissera
Linkedin

Francesca Pick
Linkedin

Alison Reynolds
Linkedin

https://it.linkedin.com/in/nellybaz
https://uk.linkedin.com/in/lukeflegg
https://uk.linkedin.com/in/gardfeldt
https://uk.linkedin.com/in/melissawoolford
https://fr.linkedin.com/in/francescapick/en
https://uk.linkedin.com/in/billy-mavropoulos-18307965
https://uk.linkedin.com/in/malekjaber
https://uk.linkedin.com/in/david-boyd-22ab9221
https://fr.linkedin.com/in/dcanat
https://uk.linkedin.com/in/petvax
https://uk.linkedin.com/in/melissawoolford
https://uk.linkedin.com/in/edmundcolville
https://fr.linkedin.com/in/dcanat
https://es.linkedin.com/in/astrid-baldissera-805b4b20/en
https://it.linkedin.com/in/nellybaz
https://es.linkedin.com/in/astrid-baldissera-805b4b20/en
https://uk.linkedin.com/in/effiekyrtata
https://es.linkedin.com/in/mariaeriksson
https://uk.linkedin.com/in/effiekyrtata
https://uk.linkedin.com/in/david-parkes-383b4915
https://es.linkedin.com/in/mariaeriksson
https://uk.linkedin.com/in/billy-mavropoulos-18307965
https://uk.linkedin.com/in/elizabeth-wainwright-17aa9740
https://fr.linkedin.com/in/kennyalami
https://uk.linkedin.com/in/elizabeth-wainwright-17aa9740
https://uk.linkedin.com/in/alison-reynolds-a6452037
https://uk.linkedin.com/in/lukeflegg
https://uk.linkedin.com/in/petvax
https://fr.linkedin.com/in/kennyalami
https://www.linkedin.com/in/cbrundan?authType=NAME_SEARCH&authToken=oYGK&locale=en_US&trk=tyah&trkInfo=clickedVertical%3Amynetwork%2CclickedEntityId%3A148679341%2CauthType%3ANAME_SEARCH%2Cidx%3A1-1-1%2CtarId%3A1457938536411%2Ctas%3A%09Christopher%20Brundan
https://uk.linkedin.com/in/olauggardener
https://uk.linkedin.com/in/darshita-gillies-5439247
https://uk.linkedin.com/in/olauggardener
https://uk.linkedin.com/in/frederickastner/en
https://uk.linkedin.com/in/malekjaber
https://uk.linkedin.com/in/edmundcolville
https://uk.linkedin.com/in/gardfeldt
https://uk.linkedin.com/in/david-parkes-383b4915
https://fr.linkedin.com/in/francescapick/en
https://uk.linkedin.com/in/darshita-gillies-5439247
https://uk.linkedin.com/in/david-boyd-22ab9221
https://uk.linkedin.com/in/frederickastner/en
https://uk.linkedin.com/in/alison-reynolds-a6452037
https://www.linkedin.com/in/cbrundan?authType=NAME_SEARCH&authToken=oYGK&locale=en_US&trk=tyah&trkInfo=clickedVertical%3Amynetwork%2CclickedEntityId%3A148679341%2CauthType%3ANAME_SEARCH%2Cidx%3A1-1-1%2CtarId%3A1457938536411%2Ctas%3A%09Christopher%20Brundan


This network has been many years in the making and it is now time to take things to the 
next level with the IO Retreat. Let’s all invite at least three people to sign up via the 
typeform and we can really begin to build some momentum.

Anastasia Gramatchikova
Linkedin

Nikki Levitan
Linkedin

Evan Steiner
Linkedin

Dimitris Kitsikopoulos
Facebook

Rufo Quintavalle
Linkedin

Monique Boucher
Linkedin

Dominic Ahern
Linkedin

Ivanel Perez Bolivar
Linkedin

Ilana Wetzler
Linkedin

Floor Martens
Linkedin

Alex Hunte
Linkedin

Chloe Waretini
Linkedin

Anthony Ogley
Linkedin

Katerina Dionysopoulou
Linkedin

Marc Winn
Linkedin

Brad Nye
Linkedin

https://www.linkedin.com/in/bradnye
https://www.linkedin.com/in/marcwinn
https://uk.linkedin.com/in/moniqueboucher
https://uk.linkedin.com/in/alexanderhunte
https://nz.linkedin.com/in/chloewaretini
https://uk.linkedin.com/in/alexanderhunte
https://www.linkedin.com/in/marcwinn
https://es.linkedin.com/in/ivanelp/en
https://uk.linkedin.com/in/moniqueboucher
https://exponentials.typeform.com/to/qSqjsK
https://uk.linkedin.com/in/nikki-levitan-ab353011
https://es.linkedin.com/in/ivanelp/en
https://de.linkedin.com/in/gramatchikova
https://uk.linkedin.com/in/katerina-dionysopoulou-0a43aa7
https://nz.linkedin.com/in/chloewaretini
https://uk.linkedin.com/in/dominicahern
https://www.facebook.com/dimitris.kitsikopoulos
https://uk.linkedin.com/in/ilana-wetzler-a3474420
https://fr.linkedin.com/in/rufo-quintavalle-5a655134
https://uk.linkedin.com/in/anthony-ogley-3753b959
https://de.linkedin.com/in/gramatchikova
https://fr.linkedin.com/in/rufo-quintavalle-5a655134
https://uk.linkedin.com/in/nikki-levitan-ab353011
https://www.linkedin.com/in/evansteiner1
https://www.facebook.com/dimitris.kitsikopoulos
https://uk.linkedin.com/in/dominicahern
https://uk.linkedin.com/in/anthony-ogley-3753b959
https://www.linkedin.com/in/evansteiner1
https://uk.linkedin.com/in/ilana-wetzler-a3474420
https://de.linkedin.com/in/floormartens
https://uk.linkedin.com/in/katerina-dionysopoulou-0a43aa7
https://www.linkedin.com/in/bradnye
https://de.linkedin.com/in/floormartens


Platforms & Communications 

How do we collaborate online…
After the retreat, it is important to keep the momentum going and action any commitments 
that were made. Key structures, behaviours and rituals need to be established in a way 
that will keep everyone engaged after the initial period of excitement and novelty dies 
down. For sure we will need to have an online communications strategy. The great 
thing is that today the tools we need already exist and are mostly free of charge. We just 
need to pick the right ones and design / implement a flow / user experience that really 
works.  

The diagram above captures our current thinking. Basically we break things down into 
1) non-member experience, 2) application process 3) member experience and 4) the 
admin role. The digital assets required are as follows;

• A website and application form (via typeform).

Website

Script /  Video (30)

IO Retreat

(150+ each year)

(5-6 people)

Welcome Emai l  /  Page

Regular Emai l  Updates

Community Manager
(part of  leadership team)

At least one big retreat a year.

SOCIAL + PROFESSIONAL
Members have access to a global network,
places to stay,  projects to col laborate 
on and adventures to experience. . .

Framework

Curat ing best pract ice 
case studies ,  blueprints

and resources for
col laborat ion and

community bui lding.

Manifesto /  Vis ion

Members Page

Projects Page

(Lots of v ideos & photos)

Appl icat ion Form

Video prof i les /  bios
of Members 

Do Lectures /  TED
Typeform :  What to ask?Learn from others

Appl icat ion Process

Dinners /  Part ies

Informal Brainstorms

Retreats

Monthly Skype Cal ls

Tangible
Col lect ive
Projects

Pr ivate Facebook Group

Private Google Doc

Catalyst  Members

New Members

Leadership Team

Library

x2 Skype Cal ls  /  Meetings
with exist ing members

Shared Mai l ing L ist  or
s lack channel for catalyst

members & leadership team
to approve new members .

Attend a dinner?

(Community Culture & Tool Guide)

(Prof i le Info Publ ished)

(New member welcomed
with prof i le l ink)

F inding the r ight balance
(openness vs exclus iv i ty )

Create a v ideo bio 
(youtube)

IO Communicat ions

Medium Posts

open-source

Value Proposit ion



• A shared mailing list and slack channel for the leadership team and catalysts.
• A transparent selection and induction process for new members that is facilitated by 

leadership team and catalysts.
• A welcome email / page.
• A private google doc with profile info of all members (later we could create a platform for 

this) 
• A private Facebook group and mailing list that is managed by a community manager, 

who is responsible for welcoming new members in the Facebook group and sending out 
regular email updates. As the founder of the IO Collective, Anton will take on the 
community manager role for the first year.

• An events calendar
• A library of curated best practice resources, case studies and blueprints…  google doc / 

drive for sharing resources. Links shared via slack and facebook.
• A twitter and medium accounts, through which we promote our collective projects and 

learnings. 

If you have time, please also read the following medium article on ‘Going from email to 
slack and beyond’, and send me your thoughts and feedback.

Member Application Process

When it comes to membership we need to consider carefully the balance between 
openness and exclusivity. We want to maintain the right culture where members actively 
participate and follow through on their commitments. However, we also need to realise that 
the best people are often very busy and don’t have time to jump through hoops. When 
they see value they will participate, but we need to demonstrate that value first. There 
are so many networks and platforms out there these days. It is probably best to avoid 
being too rigid with our application process. 

Here is the best rule of thumb we have come up with so far; if a potential member has 
completed the application form and has at least two existing members willing to vouch for 
him / her with clearly defined reasons for why that member would be a benefit to the 
community… then it is reasonable for them to be accepted into the collective / community. 
Also, there needs to be no serious objections from any other members.

Another idea is that we could give each new member up to three invites each year so that 
the collective can grow organically but in a controlled way.

Ideally the network / collective we build together would be as diverse as possible. This 
means a diversity of skills and experience, and not just a diversity of gender, age and 
ethnicity. However, what is more important is the commitment of the members to the IO 
purpose and culture. There needs to be an alignment of values and working styles, 
otherwise we will have a lot of tension and friction in the community and nothing will get 
done.

https://medium.com/the-exponentials-blog/io-groups-making-collaboration-happen-3dec5b0e4651#.n8vc619hr


Commitments & Rituals

It is crucial that there is active engagement within the IO. Here are a few suggestions of 
commitments and rituals;

• Having a one to one coffee / drink / Skype call with a member of the network that you 
don’t know each week. This could later extend to a monthly meetup group. Instead of 
traditional networking and speaker events, these events should be fun, creative and 
informal so everyone can relax and just be themselves.

• Inviting friends to sign up via the website and attend a dinner. If we choose to grow 
internationally this could be a hangout instead.

• Attending the live monthly hangout between founding members to discuss the health of 
the network. We will be using Google+ live hangouts. Any member can tune in and share 
comments. However, only a small group will be participating in the call. The reason for 
this is because it’s very difficult to manage a call with dozens and potentially hundreds of 
people trying to speak. Also, the hangout will be recorded and shared with everyone in 
the network. 

• Attending quarterly retreats, which could include one large annual festival. Every 
member will need to purchase a ticket to cover the costs of running the retreat and 
festival. It’s also important that some financial contribution is made to the organisers, 
who are likely to spend several weeks full time making sure the event runs smoothly. 
Once again all financial transactions should be transparent. We may come up with 
creative ways of funding these events through sponsorship or perhaps through a 
membership fee that could be a % of your annual income or just a fixed price.

Before joining every new member needs to have a clear understanding of the IO culture 
and the commitments that are involved in being a member.

Events Calendar

Another key component of building any community is getting the event curation right. We 
need to have a balance of small local gatherings and larger showcase events. It’s 
important to curate and test out many different event formats and reflect on on the details 
that worked and didn't work. The art and science of being a great host / facilitator is 
something every IO member should be experimenting with and trying to master.

Another point to make is that the specifics of how community events are funded need to be 
initially decided on by the leadership team, with feedback from the catalysts. Eventually, 
these kind of decisions can be distributed to the network as a whole. Some events could 
be crowdfunded or sponsored by members of the network.

Curation & Leadership

Within any organisation leadership emerges. The difference between an IO and a 
traditional organisation is that leadership roles are fluid rather than fixed, which enables 
the IO to learn, adapt and evolve at a much faster rate.



A key leadership role within the IO will be organising the core events, managing the 
communications and digital assets and capturing, curating and sharing key learnings and 
case studies.
One key ritual that needs to be established is a monthly hangouts to discuss group 
processes, reflect on recent events and brainstorm ideas for how we can improve. A fixed 
monthly 2 hour recorded live Google hangout is probably the best place to start. As the 
founding catalyst of the IO Collective, I will chair these hangouts and will take the lead on 
capturing all feedback and converting it into presentations, documents and toolkits that can 
be then openly shared and iterated. Eventually, this role can be distributed across the 
members, but the for the initial period I shall take the lead on this.

The long term goal is to publish a book titled ‘IO : Collaborative Intelligence’ or something 
equally catchy, which documents the journey of the IO Collective and showcases all the 
blueprints that we have developed and experiments that we have tested. A pdf e-book will 
be available for free with a suggested donation, and then there will also be a hardback 
version for sale. A percentage of the book sale revenues will be reinvested into continuing 
to grow and develop the collective, sponsor projects and run retreats.

Learning Culture 

10 principles to guide us…
Below are a series of recommendations for learning best practices in the IO Collective; 

1) Personal Learning Objectives 

In the initial Google Doc, each member writes 3 things they want to learn more about on a 
professional/business and personal level, and/or an extensive list of their own personal 
interests. Everyone writes down 3 things they would be willing to teach and 1 thing they’d 
be happy to do a presentation on from the start. 

2) Monthly Master Classes

Based on demand for various topics and skills in the doc and the offers of IO members, 
monthly masterclass sessions can be created where one or more of the members present 
learning from their ventures or specific skills for the group. 

3) Articles, Presentations & Tutorials for the IO repository

Members can create and share articles presentations and tutorials on a group drive or 
Slack Channel, with material tagged and organised into distinct categories. Whenever 
knowledge is added, the contributing member can notify relevant members or the group as 
a whole. 

4) Personal Coaching & Support 

On a personal level, it’s important that members feel comfortable asking each other for 
support and guidance and a lot of great learning can be transferred in this way. Depending 
on the issue at hand, it is the role of all members help where possible, providing coaching 
or recommending a conversation with another relevant member. 



5) Reading Recommendations 

Most IO members are likely to be reading a lot of interesting books and articles and this 
additional knowledge is an asset that could be leveraged. Those members who write book 
summaries for their own learning could share relevant ones with the group on the Drive 
and could even pass on relevant suggestions to other members. 

6) Formal Discussion of Big Ideas

Learning by discussion and the Socratic Method are some of the most powerful tools at 
any learner’s disposal. These types of discussion would have a specific topic and 
timeframe in which one IO member would lead a discussion on a big idea or important 
issue. This may be better suited to retreats but could definitely be a powerful tool for 
everyone’s personal development. 

7) Spaced Repetition of IO values and principles 

What would this be? - Taking 10 min to reflect on what you could do this week to support 
another IO member? 
If ideas are not repeated they are forgotten. The key is to balance the need to review ideas 
and principles without making it annoying or disengaging. Perhaps at retreats, a small 
ritual could be organised which involves each member acknowledging continued 
commitment to the collective and its values. 

8) Information / Knowledge Curators 

Certain members of the IO will need to be active in the curation of knowledge – these roles 
could be distributed on a rotational basis amongst members over the course of the year 
and would involve confirming events/hangouts/master classes as well as making sure 
knowledge is shared quickly and efficiently. 

9) Organisational meta cognition 
In order to make sure the organisation knows what it knows a regular newsletter (monthly/
weekly) could be sent out with important developments and key learnings. Alternatively 
and/or additionally this could occur through regular hangouts to discuss what is working 
and what isn’t in the IO collective. 

10) Learning Culture 

It is essential that a learning culture of openness, curiosity and collaboration is established 
by the founding members and catalysts. This can be fostered by all members continuing to 
look out for cultural innovations in other organisations and by constantly stressing these 
values, especially to new members. 

Inspiration & Context 

When undertaking any new venture or project it is crucial to be aware of and work within 
the context of what already exists. Recently, we have seen the emergence of a few 
thought leaders who embrace the principles of self-organisation and conscious leadership. 



Frederic Laloux's Teal Organization, Brian Robertson’s Holocracy, Rick Falkvinge’s 
Swarmwise, John Mackey’s Conscious Capitalism, Giles Hutchins’s The Nature of 
Business, Dave Grey’s Connected Companies and Tony Hsieh’s Delivering Happiness at 
Zappos begin to point the way towards new non-hierarchical self-organising forms of 
governance.

There are also many examples of emergent collaborative networks and organisations. For 
example, Enspiral describes itself as a virtual and physical network of companies and 
professionals working together to create a thriving society. Their network is made of three 
layers; a foundation, service companies and startup ventures. The members of the spiral 
network share resources and jobs. They also form ventures together. The network 
contributes time, money and skills to the foundation and everyone decides on how to 
invest those assets through a democratic voting system. This video explains their model. 

Another inspiration is Sandbox, recently rebranded as Thousand Network. The Thousand 
Network is a global community that works across sectors, borders and cultures and aims 
to help its members strive for their best potential. Their vision is to build a global 
community of exceptional, passionate pioneers who inspire and empower each other to 
create a better world. There is a genuine culture of friendship and openness in the 
Thousand Network that binds the community together. There is a Facebook group for 
collaboration and a series of HUBs, events and retreats across the world. 

It is also worth reflecting on Baller Dinners and also Live Your Legend. Baller dinners is 
a simple concept for growing a network of likeminded people. You host a dinner and invite 
two friends you know. Then they invite two or three more friends who don’t know each 
other. Everyone enjoys a dinner and with the approval of existing members are welcomed 
into the community and are encouraged to run their own dinner. There is a super active 
Facebook group that underpins the dinners, which is a valuable resource to everyone 
involved. When it comes to Live Your Legend, they managed to scale their volunteer led 
meetups across 206 Cities in 57 Countries (and counting!). They modelled an event 
blueprint and then just let it grow organically.  These are just some of the many case 
studies that exist today. Our goal is to learn from, integrate and contribute to this 
growing movement. For this reason we will be continuously curating a list of inspirational 
initiatives and organisations that we can learn from and potentially collaborate with;

Summit Series
 
Thousand Network
 
Live Your Legend
 
Burning Man
 
Hive
 
Baller Dinners
 
Enspiral
 
Reinventing Organisations
 
Teal for Startups

http://www.enspiral.com/
https://vimeo.com/125088390
http://thousandnetwork.com/
http://www.ballerdinner.com/
http://liveyourlegend.net/
http://www.summit.co
http://www.thousandnetwork.com
http://www.liveyourlegend.net
http://www.burningman.com
http://www.hive.org
http://www.ballerdinner.com/
http://www.enspiral.com
http://www.reinventingorganizations.com/
https://tealstartup.wordpress.com/


Other useful and relevant links:

http://inzovucurve.org/ 
http://www.poc21.cc/blog/ 

Please feel free to share more links and inspirations with me 
(email: anton@exponentials.co.uk)

Summary… 

1) To confirm your place please complete this Typeform if you haven’t 
already done so. I will transform everyone’s answers into a visual 
collaborative map / infographic that we can use a reference during the 
retreat.

2) Then please book your flights and transfer between €300-€450 to 
this bank account…

Anton Chernikov, HSBC Bank account: 
Sort Code: 402612 
Account Number : 11740121 
IBAN : GB46MIDL40261211740121 
BIC/SWIFT : MIDLGB2111G

Fly in at lunchtime on Wed 8th June and head to HUB Athens to get picked 
up by our mini van service.
Fly out in the afternoon on Tue 14th June or stay 1-2 days longer for 
decompression in Vlachia.

3) Please feel free to forward / share this invitation document and the IO 
Website with your friends and colleagues. Word of mouth will be at the 
heart of our success and growth.

Also, please feel free to email me on anton@exponentials.co.uk if you 
have any questions.

https://exponentials.typeform.com/to/qSqjsK
http://www.iocollective.xyz
mailto:anton@exponentials.co.uk
http://inzovucurve.org/
http://www.poc21.cc/blog/
mailto:anton@exponentials.co.uk
https://exponentials.typeform.com/to/qSqjsK
http://www.iocollective.xyz
mailto:anton@exponentials.co.uk

